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We investigate the cross sections of the elastic electron or positron scattering from 208Pb, 12C,
12,16O and 28,32S by the relativistic partial-wave expansion method using the static charge density
distribution from the self-consistent relativistic mean field model and also calculate the charge form
factor for 12,16O and 28,32S. The numerical results are compared with the available data. Calculations
indicate that the extended charge density distributions of 12O and 28S have observable effects on
the cross sections of the electron or positron scattering as well as the charge form factors.
PACS numbers: 25.30.Bf, 21.10.Ft, 27.30.+t,13.40.Gp
The use of radioactive nuclear beams (RNB) led to
the discovery of neutron halo nuclei [1]. Besides neutron
halo, another topic on halo nuclei is to search for pro-
ton halo from proton-rich nuclei. Theoretically, many
calculations have been made to predict that there may
be proton halos in 26,27,28P [2], 23Al, 13N [3] etc. Al-
though some measured data from experiments indicate
some evidences of the existence of proton halos in these
nuclei [4], further experiments are needed to confirm the
existence of the proton halos. It is well known that the
electron scattering off nuclei provides the most direct in-
formation about charge distribution. Technical proposals
for an electron-heavy-ion collider has been incorporated
in the GSI/Germany physics program [5] as well as the
RIKEN/Japan facility [6]. In both cases the main pur-
pose is to study the structure of nuclei far from the stabil-
ity line. Since the electron-nucleus scattering is a better
way for the precise investigation of the extended charge
distribution and the experimental data for the electron
scattering off unstable nuclei will be available soon, it
is of interesting to make an exploratory investigation of
elastic electron scattering from proton-rich nuclei.
There are some methods which can calculate the dif-
ferential cross sections for the elastic high-energy elec-
tron scattering off nuclei. The conventional methods are
the distorted wave Born approximation [7], the relativis-
tic eikonal approximation [8] and the relativistic partial-
wave expansion method [9]. The partial-wave expansion
method is generally believed to be an “exact” method if
enough partial waves are included in the phase-shift cal-
culations. This method can deal with both electron and
positron elastic scattering off nuclei, so we utilize it to
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obtain the differential cross sections and form factors for
electron or positron scattering off the exotic nuclei.
Some theoretical models can give reliable charge den-
sity distribution for stable nuclei. The typical models
include the Skyrme-Hartree-Fork model [10], the ab ini-
tio no-core shell model [11], the large-scale shell model
method [12] and the self-consistent relativistic mean field
(RMF) model. A series of calculations [13, 14, 15, 16]
show that the RMF model can reproduce with good pre-
cision the binding energies, the separation energies and
the radii of nuclear charge density distribution. There-
fore we use the RMF model to calculate the nuclear
ground-state charge distribution.
The core of the relativistic partial expansion method
is to solve a Dirac equation for the electron or positron
in which the effect of the nucleus is contained entirely
in the static Coulomb potential. We assume that the
charge distribution of the target nucleus is spherically
symmetric. The electrostatic interaction energy between
the projectile and the target nucleus is
V (r) = Z0eϕ(r), (1)
where Z0e is the charge of the projectile (Z0 = −1 for
electron and +1 for positron) and ϕ(r) is the electrostatic
potential of the target nucleus. Let ρch(r) denotes the
charge density of the target nucleus, we have
ϕ(r) = e
(
1
r
∫ r
0
ρch(r
′)4pir′2dr′ +
∫ ∞
r
ρch(r
′)4pir′dr′
)
.
(2)
The scattering of relativistic electrons or positrons by a
central field V (r) is completely described by the direct
scattering amplitude f(θ) and the spin-flip scattering am-
plitude g(θ) [17]. The elastic differential cross section in
the relativistic partial-wave expansion method can be ex-
pressed as
dσ
dΩ
= |f(θ)|2 + |g(θ)|2. (3)
After the differential cross sections are obtained, we can
calculate the charge form factors F (q) by dividing the
2differential cross sections with the Mott cross section
(dσ/dΩ)Mott [18]
|F (q)|2 =
dσ/dΩ
(dσ/dΩ)Mott
. (4)
Starting from Eq.(2), one can use Eqs.(3) and (4) to pre-
dict the differential cross section and the form factor for
a given nuclear charge density distribution ρch(r).
To investigate the validity of the relativistic partial-
wave method and the RMF model, we calculated positron
or electron elastic scattering cross sections and their ra-
tios for 208Pb and 12C for which the experimental data
are available. In Fig.1, we show comparisons of electron
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FIG. 1: Positron and electron elastic scattering cross sections
and their ratios for 208Pb (left column) and 12C (right col-
umn).
and positron elastic scattering cross sections with the ex-
perimental ones [19] for 208Pb and 12C using a static
charge density calculated by the RMF model with NL-
SH parameters. The electron and positron are all leptons,
but their electromagnetic interactions with nuclei are re-
pulsive and attractive, respectively. So the Coulomb dis-
tortion of the electron or positron wave function by the
scattering potential is different. The part of the Coulomb
effect associated with the acceleration of the lepton by
the Coulomb potential of the nucleus corresponds [20] to
the effective momentum transferred between the lepton
and the nucleus depending on the sign of the lepton’s
charge; this shifts the apparent location of the diffrac-
tion minima. The effects of the Coulomb distortion and
the different effective momentum transfer are clearly visi-
ble in Fig.1(a); the locations of the diffraction minima are
shifted between electrons and positrons due to the change
in the effective momentum transfer, and the magnitudes
of the cross sections at the same effective momentum
transfer differ due to differences in the Coulomb distor-
tion. Clearly, an electron-positron comparison is highly
sensitive to the Coulomb distortion effects, and the cal-
culation is in general agreement with the measured data.
Fig.1 also displays the theoretical cross sections and their
ratios for 12C compared to the experimental data. The
good agreement between experimental results and theo-
retical calculations for the 12C data is also reached.
For each incident energy and momentum transfer we
determined the ratio R = (dσ/Ω)|e+/(dσ/Ω)|e− for
both the measured data and the theoretical calculation.
Fig.1(b) (d) displays theoretical and experimental val-
ues of R for 208Pb and 12C. The theoretical ratios are
generally in good agreement with the measured ones[19].
From Fig.1, it indicates that the combination of the
relativistic partial-wavemethod with the RMF model can
give reasonable cross sections of high-energy electron or
positron scattering off nuclei and the RMF model can
produce the ground state charge density distribution of
nuclei.
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FIG. 2: The charge density distribution of 12,16O and 28,32S
calculated with NL-SH force parameters in RMF model.
The charge density distributions of 12,16O and 28,32S
are displayed in Fig.2. It is seen from Fig.2 that the
charge density distributions of 28,32S with NL-SH param-
eters are different although the two nuclei have the same
proton number. The weak binding of the last two protons
in 28S leads to the extended charge density distribution
in it. This agrees with the theoretical calculations [2],
[16] and with the experimental results [4] of the neigh-
boring nuclei 26,27,28P. The similar conclusion holds true
for 12,16O.
In order to investigate the effect of the long tail of
the charge density distribution of proton-rich nuclei on
the process of elastic electron or positron scattering, the
elastic scattering cross sections for the proton-rich nuclei
28S and 12O and respective stable isotopes 32S and 16O
were calculated with the partial-wave method. Fig.3 dis-
plays the positron and electron elastic scattering cross
sections and their cross section differences for 12O and
16O at different incident energies. The cross sections of
the positron and electron elastic scattering off 28,32S for
different incident energies are plotted in Fig.4. The differ-
ence of the cross sections D(q) in those figures is defined
as
D(q) =
(dσ/dΩ)|e− − (dσ/dΩ)|e+
(dσ/dΩ)|e− + (dσ/dΩ)|e+
(5)
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FIG. 3: Positron and electron elastic scattering cross sections
and their cross section differences for 12,16O.
for electron- and positron-scattering from the identical
nucleus. From those two figures, we can deduce the fol-
lowing conclusions.
Firstly, it is apparent that the calculated cross sections
of electron scattering both for 16O and for 32S almost co-
incide with the experimental data [21, 22] in the range
of low and moderate momentum transfer (q ≤3fm−1).
Theoretical results have very good agreements with the
experimental data in this range of momentum transfer.
At high-momentum transfers, a deviation occurs between
the theoretical cross sections and the experimental data.
Since the cross section in this range of momentum trans-
fer is mainly sensitive to the details of the inner part of
the charge density distribution [21], its occurrence indi-
cates that the theoretical charge density distribution has
a departure from the experimental one around the center
of the nucleus. This means that the RMF model can re-
produce the charge density distribution for 16O and 32S
very well except near the center of the nucleus. The com-
bination of the relativistic partial-wave method with the
RMF model can predict the cross sections of the elastic
electron-nucleus scattering from the stable isotopes of O
and S.
Secondly, the cross sections of electron scattering for
the unstable proton-rich nuclei 12O and 28S display the
outward shifts of the positions of the diffraction minima
as compared to the stable isotopes 16O and 32S. The dif-
ferences of the cross sections both for 12O and 16O at the
first minima of momentum transfer and for 32S and 28S
at the second minima of momentum transfer are large
enough to be observable in the experiments. On the one
side, it can be deduced from the fitting to the experimen-
tal data of 12C [21] and 32S [22] that the cross sections
in the range of moderate-momentum transfers, approxi-
mately 1fm−1 ≤ q ≤ 3fm−1, are sensitive to the tail of
the nuclear charge distribution. On the other side, the
weak binding of the last two protons in 12O and 28S leads
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FIG. 4: Positron and electron elastic scattering cross sections
and their cross section differences for 28,32S.
to the extended charge density distribution and the cross
section of the elastic electron-nucleus scattering is related
to the nuclear charge distribution. So the information of
the long tail of the charge density distribution of 12O and
28S can be deduced by measurement of the cross sections
of electron scattering from unstable proton-rich nuclei
12O and 28S at moderate-momentum transfers. Since the
difference of the charge density distributions both for 12O
and 16O and for 28S and 32S is mainly caused by the dif-
ference of the charge density distributions of the last two
protons in 12,16O or 28,30S, the information of the density
distribution of the last two protons could be extracted by
comparing the cross sections of 12,16O or of 28,30S.
Thirdly, the cross sections of positron scattering from
the stable nuclei 16O and 32S have the similar trends as
compared with the ones of electron scattering from the
same nucleus. Like the electron scattering from the un-
stable nuclei 12O and 28S, the positions of the diffrac-
tion minima of the cross sections of positron scatter-
ing from the unstable nuclei 12O and 28S shift outward
in comparison to the positron scattering from the sta-
ble nuclei 16O and 32S. The difference between the cross
section of positron scattering off the stable nucleus and
the corresponding unstable isotope is apparent to be dis-
tinguishable in the positron-nucleus scattering experi-
ment. So one can presume that the conclusions of anal-
ysis of electron-nucleus scattering still hold true for the
positron-nucleus scattering, and the measurement and
comparison of the cross sections of the positron scatter-
ing from unstable nucleus and the corresponding stable
nucleus can provide the information of the ground-state
charge density distribution of unstable proton-rich nuclei.
Fourthly, from analysis of the variation of the differ-
ences of the cross sectionsD(q) with momentum transfer,
one can deduce that the locations of diffraction minima
of the cross section for the positron-nucleus scattering are
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FIG. 5: The squared charge form factor for 12,16O and 28,32S.
shifted as compared with the electron-nucleus scattering.
This shift is due to the different Coulomb effect of the
target nucleus on electron and positron. The differences
of the cross sections D(q) oscillate irregularly and the
amplitudes of D(q) increase with momentum transfer.
In the range of low momentum transfers, the solid curve
(for 16O and 32S) coincides with the dashed curve (for
12O and 28S). This indicates that the differences of the
cross sections between stable nucleus and corresponding
unstable isotope can be observed in electron- or positron-
scattering experiments only when the momentum trans-
fers are larger than a certain value.
For the purpose of comparing the experimental data
of electron-nucleus scattering at different incident ener-
gies, we calculated the charge form factor of 12,16O and
28,32S. Fig.5 displays the squared form factors of 12,16O
and of 28,32S. The experimental cross sections for 16O
and 32S are taken from Refs [21, 22]. The experimental
cross sections at two different incident energies have been
transformed into the squared form factors. It can be seen
from Fig.5 that the location of the first minimum of the
form factor of 12O and the position of the second mini-
mum of the form factor of 28S shift outward markedly as
compared with 16O and 32S. In addition, the amplitude
of the form factor has a significant deviation, especially
in the neighborhood of the two minima. The shifts of
the two minima and the amplitude deviation of the form
factor are large enough to be observable. Since the form
factor is connected to the charge density distribution by
a Fourier transformation, the elastic electron scattering
form factor of a nucleus is directly related to its charge
density distribution which is mainly determined by the
density distribution of protons in a nucleus. The weak-
binding of the last two protons in 12O and 32S leads to
the extended charge density distribution which results in
the minimum shifts and the amplitude deviation of the
form factors of 12O and 28S as compared with 16O and
32S. These effects should be observable and show that
elastic electron-nucleus scattering can be used as an ef-
fective tool to study proton drip-line nuclei.
In summary, we have combined the RMF model with
the relativistic partial-wave expansion method to investi-
gate the elastic electron- or positron-nucleus scattering.
Calculations indicate that the present theory is reliable
for the elastic electron- or positron-nucleus scattering.
The elastic electron or positron scattering cross sections
and squared form factors of 12,16O and 28,32S are calcu-
lated and analyzed. In comparison to electron, positron
scattering from a nucleus displays the minimum shift and
the amplitude deviation of the cross section (in the same
momentum transfer) that is due to the different Coulomb
effect of a nucleus on positron and electron. As compared
to the stable nuclei 16O and 32S, both the shifts of the
minimum and the amplitude deviations of the cross sec-
tion or the form factors of 12O and 28S result from the
existence of the long tail of the charge distribution which
is essentially attributed to the influence of the charge den-
sity distribution of the last two protons in 12O and 28S.
Since the difference of the cross sections and form factors
between a stable nucleus and its proton drip-line isotopes
is large enough to be experimentally observable, the elas-
tic electron- or positron-nucleus scattering is an effective
tool to investigate proton-halo phenomena of proton-rich
nuclei.
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